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THE CARACOLE CREATIVE TEAM
Behind every great furniture brand is a group of talented individuals who put their heart and soul into
every design that finds its way to your home. That’s certainly true of the Caracole creative team.
Through collaboration, innovation and an amazing degree of dedication, this team creates Caracole’s
growing portfolio of fashion-forward designs; pieces intended to add comfort, beauty and style (and
more than a few surprises) to your favorite interior spaces.
From Left to Right: CAVIN COX, Manager of Product Development; MICHELLE MILLER, Casegood Designer; KRISTINE CAPRA,
Director of Upholstery Merchandising; MELANIE DUNN, Creative Director; JEFF YOUNG, Chairman and CEO; CHRISTOPHER
SANDOMENICO, Upholstery Designer; AMY MCKINNEY, Graphic Designer; MAURA RILEY, Marketing Director; CAMERON
WARD, Trade and Showroom Sales Manager
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all things

SMALL
Bigger may be better, but smaller can be… absolutely PERFECT! Welcome
to All Things Small, where great design takes on a more “petite” scale. Here,
you’ll find a resource for hard-to-find, smaller pieces to fill those hard-tofit spaces in your home (you know where they are!) Imagine a hall chest
that’s less than a foot deep, ideal for a space-saving snuggle into a corner or
against a wall. That’s You’re So Shallow, which combines generous campaignstyle storage with a slender 9” profile.
Need a little extra pull in the bedroom? Get A Handle On It gives you a tall,
nine-drawer chest that’s a great home for jewelry or garments. You’ll never
be Be Trayed by a table with multiple levels that can hold anything from
TV remotes to magazines. And with its polished chrome base, the Cross
Your Legs bunching table lets you add a small-but-spectacular surface near a
favorite chair, or a grouping in front of your sofa.
And speaking of stunning, Itsy Bitsy has a small dilemma. Is it a table? A
pedestal? Or an object d’art? You decide, knowing that its black crackle finish
will make a big impression however it’s used!
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A. POSH LOCKER, con-coctab-002 B. BE-TRAYED, tra-sidtab-005 C. WHERE ARE MY KEYS?, tra-closto-016 D. GET A HANDLE ON IT, tra-closto-012
E. HIDDEN AGENDA, cas-contab-004 F. ITSY BITSY, cas-sidtab-006 G. CROSS YOUR LEGS, con-coctab-003 H. YOU'RE SO SHALLOW, con-closto-015
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is small

THE NEW BIG?
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A

The only thing
small about
these pieces is
their size!

B

The XOXO table wants to deliver a
small hug to any room in your home.
With its metal bamboo legs and
aged, white marble top, it provides a
waterproof surface that’s ideal for bath,
kitchen or any room. And in keeping
with its namesake, the more, the merrier!
Consider a pair – or more – to display
plants, stack towels, or as a resting place
for your morning cup of coffee.
Where are My Keys?
Hopefully they’re on top
of the distressed white
chest. Or on one of the
shelves behind the swingout doors. Or in one
of the spacious center
drawers. With so many
options, your keys may
find themselves in the
living room, hall, bedroom
or master bath. That is, if
they’re not in your pocket.

C

D

At first glance, Hidden Agenda appears to be a simple solution for a small
kitchen or bedroom. But with a back panel that swings into action as a desk or
tabletop, you’ll see that the space-saving applications are unlimited!
A. XOXO, tra-sidtab-006, BEWITCHED, uph-settee-04A B. TUFT LUCK, uph-settee-02A
C. WHERE ARE MY KEYS?, tra-closto-016, SAVOIR FAIRE, uph-chacav-27A
D. HIDDEN AGENDA, cas-contab-004, IT'S A COVER UP, con-armcha-004
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Here’s a whole new expression of refined, contemporary living. Surround yourself with classic
lines and graceful designs. Explore sleek shapes, sparkling surfaces and a mix of dramatic
wood finishes. For example, It’s An Eleven is a mirrored open storage piece that goes above
and beyond to showcase your china and collectibles. And with your outgoing personality,
you’ll look very comfy in the rich, contrasting tones of your Social Butterfly chair.
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A. BUBBLES, con-sidtab-002 B. OOH-LA-LA, uph-soflaf-01A-uph-sofraf-01A C. IT'S A WRAP, con-closto-003
D. SOCIAL BUTTERFLY, uph-chalou-02B E. IT'S AN 11, con-opnsto-001 F. IT'S HIP 2 B SQUARE, con-sidtab-003 G. HIDE AND SEEK, uph-ottsto-03B
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CONTEMPORARY
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Style?

WHAT'S YOUR

Style is such a personal thing. It can revolve around shapes and sizes, colors and textures,
simplicity and complexity. It can also reflect a preference for masculine or feminine, romantic
or practical, understated or obvious. Which style are you? Let’s find out…
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TRADITIONAL
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Perhaps you like a style that’s forward thinking and cutting
edge, with ultra sophisticated lines and designs. With the
Star Light, Star Bright bed as your starting point, you might
choose Glam as the companion nightstand. Add Dressed to
a T for generous closed storage, and you’re staying true to a
look that’s sleek and sensual. Show some heart by including
the graceful Love Knot mirror. Now top things off with
a soft, fur rug and bright white linens. Welcome to a soft
contemporary room that wraps you in elegance, perfect for
your feminine sensibilities!

On the other hand, you may like a style that pushes traditional
thinking into a more up-to-date expression. In that case, you’d
be drawn to Space for 2 as a bedside partner that offers two
full-size drawers and a handy pullout shelf. Dress Her closed
storage is a handsome way to continue your theme of darker
wood veneers and rich, brass accents. A textural, chocolate rug
maintains a masculine foundation, while a dark fur throw adds
visual weight to the bed. As a final touch, add a Looking Glass
mirror to catch the light. Outstanding! You’ve created a room
with a conservative approach… and a new traditional attitude!
G. DRESS HER, tra-closto-009

A. DRESSED TO A T, con-closto-008 B. LOVE KNOTS, con-mirror-003 C. GLAM, con-closto-005
D. STAR
LIGHT, STAR BRIGHT, con-quebed-001
F. LOOKING GLASS,
con-mirror-005
E. SPACE FOR 2, tra-closto-003 G. DRESS HER, tra-closto-009 F. LOOKING GLASS, con-mirror-005

i
A
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It’s all about knowing how to Make An Entrance.This closed storage
piece can either stand out and make a statement, or blend beautifully
into any room. It can assume any style you pursue, from deco to
retro, urban to clean contemporary.Think of it as your favorite piece
of jewelry; an elegant bauble that adds a soft sparkle to other silver
and gold accessories in the room.
If you lean toward sweeping curves and graceful lines, you’ll have an
immediate attraction to Cover Shot. Impressive in its proportions
and tailoring, it’s a sofa that will elevate the stature of the room.
Place an It’s Hip to be Square table at one arm, being careful not
to hide those shapely, silver legs. Then go curve-for-curve with the
Roundabout coffee table to create a gorgeous setting!
Style is about expressing yourself, and Caracole pieces speak
volumes about their owners. For instance, our Smoke and Mirrors
console reflects your taste for the unique by combining imported
Italian mirrors, decorative metal mullions and a wonderful walnut
case. And the sturdy, all-metal base speaks to your conviction that
strength can – and should – be beautiful.

F

A. MAKE AN ENTRANCE, con-closto-014 B. SOCIAL BUTTERFLY, uph-chalou-02C
C. ROUNDABOUT, con-coctab-001 D. IT'S HIP 2 B SQUARE, con-sidtab-003
E. COVER SHOT, uph-sofski-09A F. SMOKE AND MIRRORS, con-closto-001
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We couldn’t resist! We’ve expanded the category to include new twists on traditional shapes
and materials. With its scalloped front and brass detailing, Dress Her could be the centerpiece of
any room. Or take a more relaxed approach with the Brass Axis cocktail – a perfect solution for
informal gatherings. The Mod-Urn table reinterprets a classic shape in a contemporarized form. And
for your softer side, consider the luxurious Tuft Luck sofa. Because great style will always be
a tradition worth celebrating!
C

B
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A. BRASS AXIS, tra-coctab-004 B. TUFT LUCK, uph-settee-02A C. DRESS HER, tra-closto-009 D. BY MY SIDE, tra-acctab-002
E. MOD URN, tra-sidtab-001 F. SITTING PRETTY, uph-chawoo-26A G. BEAU BANC, uph-ottben-03A
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ARE YOU

ECLECTIC

A

B

A. SMOKE AND MIRRORS, con-closto-001 B. ARMED FOR COMFORT, tra-uphcha-001 C. IT'S GOT LEGS, tra-dintab-001
D. BARREL OF FUN, con-uphcha-001 E. RIVE GAUCHE, con-closto-011 F. MIRROR MIRROR ON THE WALL, con-mirror-006
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Eclectic doesn’t mean you’re indecisive. It means you like to mix it
up! And if you’ve fallen in love with It’s Got Legs, your adventure
has begun! With its rustic, rippled top and contemporary legs,
you’re already mixing metaphors. Keep everyone guessing by
anchoring your eclectic interior with Smoke and Mirrors for
closed storage. The blend of materials is bold – and the effect
is exciting! The Armed For Comfort dining chair is a wellcoordinated companion that adds softness and comfort to the
wood, mirror and metal in the room.

By the same token, formal doesn’t mean you like to put on airs.
It means you like a look that’s stately, orderly and sophisticated.
For seating we’ll happily choose a Barrel Of Fun, with its upscale
sloop arm design and silver-capped legs. Now for something
substantial, like our versatile Rive Gauche closed storage. Such
authority! Finally, hang Mirror Mirror On The Wall horizontally for
sparkle and shine that will highlight your beautiful crystal. There!
Your room is formal, friendly and full of personality… just like you!

D

DINNER WITH
nd
a
DEMI MORE

A

A. DEMI, tra-dintab-005E B. PARTY CHAIR, con-sidcha-001 C. MORE, con-dintab-005C, IT'S A COVER UP, con-armcha-004
WATCH MY BACK, con-armcha-005 D. FIRST PLAY CHAIR, tra-armcha-002, FIRST PLAY CHAIR, tra-sidcha-002
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Ah, the Demilune! It’s one of civilization’s most amazingly
adaptable pieces of furniture, and – wouldn’t you know it – we
have the French to thank!

A few basic pieces. Endless possibilities.
All of them exceptional!
Our lovely and talented Demi stands alone, beautifully. She’s
very fitting in tight spaces, thanks to her half-circle shape. And
she plays well with others (especially in pairs) whether flanking a
doorway, or back-to-back as a table for bridge or for the children
at Thanksgiving dinner. Be sure to invite the always-welcome
Party Chair to keep things lively!
B
C

More appears to be a normal table, but
it’ll grow on you. It’s a fitting solution for
condo or townhouse, especially when
It’s A Cover Up comes along to provide
elegant seating. Drop in an expansion leaf
or two, and you’re ready for your next
big family reunion.
For holidays and large dinner parties,
place a Demi on each end of your More
table, and you’ve created a well-rounded
table that shrinks or expands as needed.
Add a First Play Chair for each guest on
the list, and you’re all set.

2 Demi + 1 More = Dining For 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 or 12!

D
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A. VOILA, uph-chawoo-25A B. YOU'VE GOT FLAIR, cas-coctab-003 C. HI-HO-HI DARK, cas-barstl-002 D. MORE IS MORE, cas-opnsto-002
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E. BAMBU FOR U, lcas-closto-005
F. PILLOW FIGHT, uph-sofski-01A G. DOUBLE VISION, cas-coctab-002

Some of us are just naturally drawn to the outdoors.
That’s why we’ve created a casual look that combines
environmental materials with a fresh mix of durable
woods and a broad range of delightful finishes. The
result? Relaxed pieces that move easily from an
upscale urban loft to a coastal retreat… with countless
interpretations along the way!
When You’ve Got Flair, you have a versatile table
crafted from ironwood. With a plank top and curving
base, its ready to add a natural vibe to any room in
your home. If you prefer your flair with an eastern
accent, Bambu For U makes a great case with large
bamboo drawers on a metal base, and dramatic,
oversized pulls. On the dark side, the Double Vision
cocktail table puts a walnut top on two very solid
elm bases.

F

G

As if by magic, Voila can transform a room by the
sheer presence of its comfortable European styling
and precise tailoring. Our Hi-Ho-Hi bar stool has an
upholstered seat and backrest that swivels for easy
access – and to show off the “cheerios” design on the
back. And who wouldn’t enjoy a Pillow Fight as part
of their relaxation therapy? Stretch out between those
flared arms, and discover its restorative power!
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A. IN THE BLACK, tra-closto-006 B. THE BOTTOM LINE, tra-sidtab-003 C. LARGE AS LIFE, cas-quebed-002 D. BEDROCK, cas-closto-003
E. OPEN AND CLOSED CASE, cas-closto-002
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TO MATCH

D

E

To match, or not to match: that’s the question! If you begin with a bed that’s Large As Life, it’s easy to let that piece set
the standard. Continue the refreshing, light ale ironwood finish with Bedrock in a nightstand position. And for closed
storage, it’s an Open & Closed Case featuring workable shuttered doors that allow you to utilize this piece as a dresser or
entertainment center. With matching pieces, you’ve created a bedroom with a a soothing, subtle feel.
But if that look doesn’t quite “suite” you, then mix up your categories and colors! Changing to a mahogany table with open
shelves takes you right to The Bottom Line. Keep up the contrast and you’ll soon be In The Black, with its Asian influence
and dark faux finish. By adding different materials and woods, you’re adding excitement and interest to the bedroom!
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Functionality with flair. That’s The Long And Short Of It. With
leaves up, you have a table surface that’s long on space for projects
– or for buffet-style serving. When your guests depart, put the
leaves down and it becomes a compact desk or sofa table.
And since dinner is a time for catching up on events of the day, start
the conversation with Take It Or Leaf It. The look is architectural,
crafted in elm with clean lines, rounded corners and bronzecapped feet. Pair the light-finish table with a dramatic black crackle
chair, and your dinner companions will be completely Bamboozled
in the nicest way. They’ll enjoy the sumptuous chocolate leather
seats with bamboo-motif legs and nail head trim on all sides.
Finally, stay on-topic by discussing the possibilities of the striking
and storage-spacious Bambu For U.
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The beauty of casual design
					is that it comes
together so naturally

A

C

A. TAKE IT OR LEAF IT, cas-dintab-004 B. BAMBOOZLED, tra-armcha-004 C. BAMBOOZLED, tra-sidcha-004 D. BAMBU FOR U, cas-closto-005
E. THE LONG AND SHORT OF IT, cas-contab-001
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Caracole upholstery is defined by style that’s both sophisticated
and relaxed. The fabrics are fashion-forward. The seat construction
is eight-way hand-tied. And the look never fails to garner an
admiring oooh and aaah.
Such admiration often leads to Hugs And Kisses, and it’s nice
to find a versatile sofa that enjoys a bit of romance. Named for
the carved XOXO theme that accents the pierced bottom rail,
it’s hard not to love the distinctive flared arms and tufted back.
Notice the thin band of wood trim that wraps around the top of
the arm and curves down the back. Nickle ferrels on each foot
add to the attraction. And see how a few well-chosen pillows add
to the soft, sensual mood. Can love at first sight happen with a
sofa? If so, your secret’s safe. We’d never kiss and tell!
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A

A. HUGS AND KISSES
uph-sofcav-13A
B. X MARKS THE SPOT
tra-sidtab-004

B
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Did you know the word upholstery comes from the Middle English up and holden? And while Caracole chairs are designed to
hold up beautifully in your home, their top priority is to look spectacular.
And they do! Just Wing It is clean, sleek and contemporary, with nickle nail head trim and chrome feet that call out for attention.
Savoir Faire is never out of place, with its exposed wood and traditional silhouette in a casual linen cover. The crackle finish and
spaced nail head trim couldn’t be more appropriate! With Hi Ho Cheerio, modern styling meets rustic ash wood with a washed
finish. The result is a unique chair that’s a welcome addition to any setting. Ready to Strike A Pose? Be sure to show off your
fluted leg, nickel ferrell and art deco styling. You’ll be Sitting Pretty in this exposed wood chair, dressed in a yummy chocolate
and apricot art deco-inspired fabric. And as Hostess With The Mostest, you deserve a perfectly scaled wing chair that stands
alone or joins you at the head of the table.
Oui Oui will definitely give your interior a French accent. This elegant sofa celebrates the resurgence of carved wood frames
with layers of luxurious linens, nail head accents and an exquisite gesso finish. And finally, it’s fortunate that our Tuft Luck settee
offers upscale seating in a smaller size. An ivory, textured fabric complimented by a dark cabriole leg creates a formal elegance
that looks stunning, not stuffy.
C
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The ultimate goal of upholstery
is to add softness and style
to your favorite spaces

D

A. JUST WING IT, uph-chalou-08A, SAVOIR FAIRE, uph-chacav-27A, HI HO CHEERIO, uph-chalou-14A, SITTING PRETTY, uph-chawoo-26A,
STRIKE A POSE, uph-chawoo-22B, HOSTESS WITH THE MOSTEST, uph-chalou-04A B. A CUT ABOVE, uph-sofski-09A C. OUI OUI, uph-sofcav-11A,
BEAU BANC, uph-ottben,03A D TUFT LUCK, uph-settee-02A
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A CUT ABOVE
uph-sofwoo-12A

Caracole upholstery is designed with sleek forms and creative fabrications that have a straight-off-the-runway look.
Our Cut Above sofa wears a linen-like texture in gray-blue tones and taupe accents. With detailed tailoring and a contrasting
pierced rail, it could easily become a casual-contemporary centerpiece for your light-and-airy sitting room.
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with

kristine
Caracole has been extremely popular since its launch. We asked Kristine Capra, Director of Upholstery
Merchandising, about what designers and consumers have found most appealing.
Q: WHICH CARACOLE UPHOLSTERY PIECES HAVE BEEN
YOUR BEST SELLERS SO FAR?
A: I’m delighted – and a bit surprised – to say that our “Hi
Ho Cheerio” chair is out-selling everything. Consumers really
relate to its great style and unique look. Another popular chair
is a wing design called “Just Wing It”. Everyone loves
its contemporary lines and chrome legs. But all of Caracole’s
chairs are doing well. That’s because each design is intended to
stand alone, as if you’re adding a favorite piece of jewelry to
the room.
Q: THAT’S GREAT FOR CHAIRS. HOW ABOUT
CARACOLE’S SOFAS?
A: When Caracole was introduced, the most popular was our
“Tailor Made” style. It’s another very unique design; in fact
there’s nothing else in the marketplace like it. We introduced
“Oui Oui” as our more sophisticated interpretation of the
French Laundry look, and it’s become our best selling sofa
frame. It’s a beautiful casual lifestyle statement that offers
incredible comfort.
Q: WHERE DOES MOST OF YOUR DESIGN INSPIRATION
FOR CARACOLE COME FROM?
A: Much of my inspiration comes from traveling abroad. We
gather ideas from antique
shops, grand old houses,
custom upholstery shops
and trade magazines,
just to name a few. Most
important, we have our
own in-house designers
who work upholstery
exclusively. We
pride ourselves
in being creative,
current… and
highly original!

Q: HOW HAS CONSUMER REACTION BEEN TO A
ONE-CHOICE FABRIC SELECTION?
A: Studies show that 80% of consumers purchase upholstery as
shown. It’s true: Caracole customers want to take our upholstery
off the floor and out the door! Designers see the value in our frame
designs, and recognize the potential for various other looks. They
know they have the ability to change out the pillows and make it
their own.
Q: WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES IN CREATING THE
CARACOLE UPHOLSTERY LINE?
A: We work hard to keep up with home fashion trends, but
we also strive to create style innovations that set us apart from
our competitors. Since you only have once chance to capture a
customer’s attention, we focus on selecting the most appealing
fabric for each silhouette. Upholstery requires a precise blend of
frame, fabric and comfort to be successful, and we master all three
with each design!
Q: WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF CORRELATING
UPHOLSTERY AND OCCASIONAL TABLES?
A: Many upholstery manufacturers don’t even offer coordinating
occasional tables! This creates a challenge for the consumer, who has
to go to find pieces that will be the right size, scale, shape, color and
finish. With Caracole, we collaborate with our case good designers
to develop the perfect, complete setting. And we make sure our
table prices are in line with the price of the sofa or chair.
Q: WHAT DIRECTION DO YOU SEE CARACOLE’S
UPHOLSTERY DESIGN HEADING?
A: With all the technology around us at work, people want to relax
at home with cozy, warm interiors. We’ll focus on neutral grays
with ivories – in linen-base fabrics. Upholstery lines will be cleaner,
with softer curves and a greater sense of uncluttered simplicity.
We’ll do a selection of small-scale settees and tufted sofas, for
smaller rooms. And we’ll continue to create multipurpose pieces
that can function in any room of the home.
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R and R

TICKLE MY FANCY

STRIKE A POSE

VOILA

uph-chalaf-01A, uph-charaf-01A
67W x 32.5D x 33H

uph-chawoo-01A
32W x 35.25D x 41H

uph-chawoo-22B
28.5W x 30D x 32H

uph-chawoo-25A
36.5W x 43D x 34H

SITTING PRETTY

SOCIAL BUTTERFLY

BUTTONED UP

HOSTESS WITH THE MOSTEST

TAKE COMFORT

uph-chawoo-26A
32W x 35D x 36.5H

uph-chalou-02A, uph-chalou-02B
uph-chalou-02C
28.25W x 38.5D x 34H

uph-chalou-03A
35W x 34.5D x 36.75H

uph-chalou-04A
27.5W x 36.5D x 44.75H

uph-chalou-06A
31.5W x 40.75D x 34.75H

JUST WING IT

TAILOR-MADE

TAILOR-MADE

BEAUTY QUEEN

HI HO CHEERIO

uph-chalou-08A
32.5W x 37D x 40H

uph-chalou-09A
30W x 36D x 40H

uph-chalou-09B
30W x 36D x 40H

uph-chalou-13A
26W x 28D x 31H

uph-chalou-14A
27W x 34D x 40.5H

HI HO CHEERIO

ON THE RIGHT TRACK

DREAMS COME TRUE

ALL DRESSED UP

SAVOIR FAIRE

uph-chalou-14B
27W x 34D x 40.5H

uph-chalou-17B
40W x 42D x 33H

uph-chalou-18A
38W x 43D x 40H

uph-chalou-19A
35.5W x 40.5D x 36.5H

uph-chacav-27A
39W x 43.5D x 34H

BENCH MARK

BEAU BANC

HIDE AND SEEK

PILLOW FIGHT

TAILOR-MADE

uph-ottben-02A
46.5W x 21D x 20H

uph-ottben-03A
60W x 25.5D x 18H

uph-ottsto-03B
15W x 15D x 21.25H

uph-sofski-01A
87.75W x 43D x 35.25H

uph-sofski-06A
78.5W x 36.25D x 36.5H

TAILOR-MADE

DREAMS COME TRUE

COVER SHOT

ON THE RIGHT TRACK

PRIM AND PROPER

uph-sofski-06B
78.5W x 36.25D x 36.5H

uph-sofski-08A
89W x 42D x 40H

uph-sofski-09A
89.5W x 45.5D x 40.25H

uph-softra-03B
89W x 42D x 27.75H

uph-sofwoo-01A
90.5W x 37.5D x 36H

A CUT ABOVE

OUI OUI

HUGS AND KISSES

OOH-LA-LA

STRETCH OUT

uph-sofwoo-12A
86W x 40.5D x 32H

uph-sofcav-11A
89W x 43.75D x 36.5H

uph-sofcav-13A
90W x 40D x 37H

uph-soflaf-01A-uph-sofraf-01A
126W x 41.5D x 36.75H

uph-soflal-01A-uph-sofral-01A
186.25W x 44.5D x 26.75H

UPHOLSTERY
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IF LOOKS COULD KILL

CUT OUT FOR YOU

TUFT LUCK

DECKED OUT

BEWITCHED

uph-sofcav-07A, uph-sofcav-07B
77.5W x 39.5D x 42.75H

uph-settee-01A
58W x 26.5D x 32.75H

uph-settee-02A
61W x 37D x 36H

uph-settee-03A
58.5W x 26.75D x 35.5H

uph-settee-04A
55W x 31.5D x 40H

SMOKE AND MIRRORS

NICE LEGS

IT’S A WRAP

MIXED MEDIA

con-closto-001
74W x 18D x 37H

con-closto-002
36.25W x 19D x 77.5H

con-closto-003
46W x 15D x 40H

con-closto-004
80W x 18D x 23H

GLAM

TAKING SHAPE

NITE, NITE

DRESSED TO A T

TOP DRAWER

con-closto-005
32W x 18D x 30H

con-closto-006
28W x 18D x 30H

con-closto-007
36W x 18D x 30H

con-closto-008
72W x 23.5D x 38H

con-closto-009
43W x 19D x 60H

WRAPPED UP WITH RIBBON

RIVE GAUCHE

TWINKLE TWINKLE

MAKE AN ENTRANCE

IT’S AN 11

con-closto-010
54W x 21D x 69.25H

con-closto-011
78W x 20D x 36H

con-closto-013
22.5W x 16.5D x 52H

con-closto-014
37.25W x 18D x 34.25H

con-opnsto-001
44W x 18D x 82H

MOOD RING

CHAMPAGNE BUBBLES

LOVE KNOTS

LOOKING GLASS

MIRROR MIRROR ON THE WALL

con-mirror-001
42W x 2D x 42H

con-mirror-002
49.75W x 2.75D x 34.75H

con-mirror-003
44.25W x 2D x 44H

con-mirror-005
38W x 2.75D x 38H

con-mirror-006
42.5W x 2.75D x 79.5H

PRIVATE SCREENING

TRES CHIC

ROUNDABOUT

PUSHING THE ENVELOPE

OH HENRY

con-screen-002
72W x 1.5D x 81.5H

con-acctab-002
22W x 22D x 27H

con-coctab-001
46W x dia x 19H

con-contab-001
54W x 22D x 30H

con-sidtab-001
27.75W x 20.5D x 28H

BUBBLES

IT'S HIP 2 B SQUARE

LOOP-DE-LU

LOOP-DE-LU BANQUET

THE PARTY CHAIR

con-sidtab-002
22W x dia x 24H

con-sidtab-003
24W x 24D x 26H

con-dintab-001
80-120W x 42D x 30H

con-dintab-003
80-140W x 50D x 30H

con-sidcha-001
20.5W x 23.25D x 35.5H

CLASSIC
CONTEMPORARY
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CURVE APPEAL

IT'S A COVER UP
WATCH MY BACK

BARREL OF FUN

STAR LIGHT, STAR BRIGHT

NEW
TRADITIONAL
con-armcha-002, con-sidcha-002
24W x 25.25D x 40.25H

con-armcha-004, con-armcha-005
25W x 29.5D x 42.5H

con-uphcha-001
24.5W x 26.75D x 41.5H

THE GOLD STANDARD

SPACE FOR 2

FE, FI, FAUX

PARDON MY FRENCH

IN THE BLACK

tra-closto-002
33W x 18D x 28H

tra-closto-003
34W x 17D x 28H

tra-closto-004
43.5W x 20D x 35.5H

tra-closto-005
54.25W x 20.5D x 37.5H

tra-closto-006
60W x 21D x 38H

DRESS HER

STAND AND CHARGE

CRACKED UP

CUTE AS A BUTTON

BY MY SIDE

tra-closto-009
54W x 18D x 36H

tra-opnsto-001
19W x dia x 50H

tra-mirror-001
34W x 1.5D x 48H

tra-acctab-001
16W x dia x 26H

tra-acctab-002
24W x 16D x 26H

CIAO

PINE-ING FOR YOU

PINE-ING FOR YOU

BRASS AXIS

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

tra-coctab-001
60W x 30D x 17.5H

tra-coctab-002
58W x 32D x 20H

tra-coctab-003
58W x 22D x 20H

tra-coctab-004
41W x 41D x 20H

tra-contab-001
74W x 19D x 33H

CUTE CURVES

MOD-URN

ON THE BALL

THE BOTTOM LINE

X MARKS THE SPOT

tra-contab-003
70W x 14D x 31H

tra-sidtab-001
36W x dia x 28H

tra-sidtab-002
34W x dia x 27.5H

tra-sidtab-003
30W x 24D x 27H

tra-sidtab-004
28.5W x 22D x 28.5H

IT’S GOT LEGS

DEMI & MORE

HOT SEAT

FIRST PLAY CHAIR

TAKE A SEAT

tra-dintab-001
68-108W x 52D x 30H

tra-dintab-005C and E
62-106W x 48D x 30H

tra-armcha-001, tra-sidcha-001
24W x 23.75D x 37.25H

tra-armcha-002, tra-sidcha-002
24W x 24.25D x 36.5H

tra-armcha-003, tra-sidcha-003
24W x 23D x 38H

BAMBOOZLED

ARMED FOR COMFORT

BENCH WARMER

THIN IS IN

ON CLOUD NINE

tra-armcha-004, tra-sidcha-004
24W x 25.5D x 39H

tra-uphcha-001
24.5W x 25D x 40H

tra-uphben-001
56W x 20D x 30H
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con-kinbed-001
81.5W x 85.5D x 70H

* also available in queen and cal king

tra-kinbed-001
95W x 93D x 56H

* also available in queen and cal king

tra-quebed-004
69W x 91.5D x 60H

* also available in king and cal king

ON CLOUD NINE

BIG DADDY

OPEN AND CLOSED CASE

BEDROCK

cas-closto-001
82W x 22D x 42H

cas-closto-002
68W x 20.25D x 40H

cas-closto-003
38W x 18D x 28H

NATURALLY
CASUAL
tra-quebed-005
69W x 91.5D x 60H

* also available in king and cal king

ON DISPLAY

MORE IS MORE

BAMBU' FOR U

BOOK IT

DOUBLE VISION

cas-opnsto-001
48W x 18D x 82H

cas-opnsto-002
92.25W x 18.75D x 103H

cas-closto-005
44W x 19D x 34H

cas-coctab-001
48W x 48D x 20H

cas-coctab-002
52W x 38D x 18H

YOU’VE GOT FLAIR

ART IN FACT

THE LONG AND SHORT OF IT

WALK THE PLANK

I’VE GOT A SECRET

cas-coctab-003
26W x 24D x 20H

cas-coctab-004
54W x 40.5D x 18.5H

cas-contab-001
48W x 24D x 30H

cas-contab-002
64.5W x 18D x 32.5H

cas-sidtab-001
24W x 28D x 25H

FEATHER YOUR NEST

IN THE ROUND

FOUR PLAY

TABLE IT

TAKE IT OR LEAF IT

cas-sidtab-003
26W x 24D x 30H

cas-sidtab-004
30W x dia x 25.5H

cas-gamtab-001
40W x 40D x 30H

cas-dintab-001
96-132W x 38D x 30H

cas-dintab-004
60-108W x 50D x 30H

THE WINNER'S CHAIR

HI-HO-HI DARK
HI-HO-LO DARK

LARGE AS LIFE

LARGE AS LIFE

cas-sidcha-003
19.75W x 22.5D x 35H

cas-barstl-002, cas-cntstl-002
19W x 22.5D x 38.5-44.5H
* also available in queen and cal king

* also available in queen and cal king

* also available in queen and cal king

YOU'RE SO SHALLOW

GET A HANDLE ON IT

WHERE ARE MY KEYS

HIDDEN AGENDA

con-closto-015
28W x 9D x 32H

tra-closto-012
20W x 17D x 53H

tra-closto-016
34W x 10.75D x 32.25H

cas-contab-004
40W x 16D x 36H

ITSY BITSY

POSH LOCKER

CROSS YOUR LEGS

BE-TRAYED

XOXO

cas-sidtab-006
14W x 14D x 20H

con-coctab-002
43W x 28D x 22.25H

con-coctab-003
20W x 20D x 19.5H

tra-sidtab-005
20W x 15D x 26H

tra-sidtab-006
16W x 16D x 24H

SIT TIGHT

cas-sidcha-001
24W x 24.25D x 39H

cas-kinbed-001
83W x 83D x 75H

cas-kinbed-002
83W x 83D x 75H

ALL THINGS
SMALL
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